Case Study

CITY OF GOSNELLS

The Challenge
Council deploys a range of disparate systems which
creates great challenges as they generally do not have
the capability to search and discover information across
the organisation, relative to a given need. If staff want
to attempt a thorough search or investigation it can be
time-consuming, resource hungry and costly, and at
times they will not find all the information needed. This
is a concern in terms of the City’s risk management.

The Solution - iFerret
iFerret is a "turnkey" solution which is delivered to be
fully operational with little effort required by the
customer who simply needs to provide read only
access to the systems to be included in the search.

The Benefits
Council now makes better use of corporate information
and can be assured that enquiries are returning holistic,
accurate and up to date results.

iPLATINUM

About City of Gosnells
Area 128 square kilometres
Population 120,000 plus
Density 977/square kilometre
Expenditure $100.9m
*annual report 16/17
The City of Gosnells is a local government area in
the southeastern suburbs of the Western Australian capital city of Perth, located northwest
of Armadale and about 20 kilometres southeast of
Perth's central business district.
The City area has a long and interesting history,
celebrating the 100th anniversary of the Gosnells
Road Board (now known as the City of Gosnells) in
2007.
The City is home to around 23,000 businesses.
The strongest local business sectors are the Construction, Transport and the Professional, Scientific and Technical sectors.

About iFerret
iFerret is an enterprise search product developed by iPLATINUM that works like "google" over your corporate information. iFerret enables you to find information, including detail residing in scanned documents, that may exist in a variety of corporate repositories including email systems, records systems, corporate systems and shared drives.
iFerret is now widely accepted in local government and installed at a large number of councils.

iFERRET MEASURES UP TO REAL WORLD
INFORMATION CHALLENGES AT GOSNELLS

Pamela Campbell, City of Gosnells Manager of Information
Services observed that staff were devoting a lot of time and
resources looking for information and even after finding it,
Making best use of his time at the airport before boarding a
there was no certainty that it was the latest and most accurate
Friday afternoon flight, the Chief Executive Officer of the City
version.
of Gosnells in Perth’s south-east asked his staff to action an
information request from the Western Australian Ombudsman.
“We asked how we could make better use of our corporate
information and be assured that enquiries were returning holisJust a half an hour later he received a spreadsheet detailing
tic, accurate and up to date results. Equally, we needed to be
the documents which would satisfy that request: a year’s worth
sure we were looking for the information in the right places,”
of correspondence related to one case which was contained in
she explained.
550 documents drawn from across the spectrum of the City’s
information systems.
Mr Barnett, observed under the traditional environment staff
need a high level of familiarity and education about the sysFor Kevin Barnett, the City’s Information Management Sertems they are using to locate information. They may need to
vices (IMS) Coordinator who undertook the process, it was a
look in multiple systems to find all the information they require
pleasing result. To satisfy the request, he had used iFerret, the
or conversely they will generally not look in the unstructured
solution for undertaking structured and unstructured searches
systems for related or important supporting data.
of all forms of local government information repositories.
This creates great challenges for us as we generally do not
Most modern councils deploy a variety of information systems
have the capability to search and discover information across
to support business initiatives and client requirements.
the organisation, relative to a given need. If staff want to at“While these systems provide valuable transaction processing tempt a thorough search or investigation it can be timecapability, they also create islands of information. There’s a consuming, resource hungry and costly, and at times we will
wealth of information that is not used adequately because staff not find all the information we need. This is a concern in terms
of the City’s risk management,” Mr Barnett said.
either don’t know it exists or they have trouble accessing it.
“However we had three real world examples in which iFerret A further consideration related to Freedom of Information
delivered exactly what we wanted in minutes. It saved us days (FOI) requests is that while possibly only a handful of documents might be relevant to an enquiry from the Ombudsman
of work,” Kevin Barnett said.
each one must nevertheless be assessed. Ms Campbell’s
In a similar way to the Ombudsman’s enquiry, the Gosnell’s business case recommended that the City evaluate an appliCEO requested the supply of correspondence between the ance solution- deployed out of the box. It was believed this
City and a developer from 2010 to 2012, including that which would contribute to a rapid and easy deployment, with lower
training costs than a solution built using a toolbox approach.
resided only in the email archive.
iFerret located 450 documents, which were exported and
zipped. Included in the package was an interactive html
schedule of contents which enabled someone to select one of
the documents on the schedule and then be presented with
the actual document as a pdf, any of the Office document
types, email or image formats. With a managed set of data Mr
Barnett was able to go back and check in a timely manner that
each of the documents did in fact belong to the developer.

iFerret is a "turnkey" solution which is delivered to be fully operational with little effort required by the customer who simply
needs to provide read only access to the systems to be included in the search. After iPlatinum completed the necessary
scanning and indexing it trained staff on a fully operational
solution sitting across all information.

Mr Barnett said “we heard anecdotally that those local governments using iFerret were achieving increased efficiency and
A third example of how iFerret operated came in response to a reduced costs. Conversely, solutions using a toolbox strategy
request from the City’s lawyer who in court had to table the might only achieve limited success for the time and effort
costs associated with a development. In minutes the 45 rele- which went into their development.”
vant documents were located in the email archive, ECM and
The City of Gosnells set very simple metrics to determine if
on network drives.
iFerret would meet its needs; confirm that iFerret could find all
That outcome cemented the City’s decision to deploy iFerret. It relevant documents across datasets and improve efficiency in
became the first local government in Western Australia to se- that process.
lect iFerret, joining users in more than 40 local governments
“Since the initial deployment of iFerret those using it are very
elsewhere in Australia.
happy. The word is spreading and it is creating a buzz. I see it
The City has several structured and unstructured data reposi- being widely embraced across council” Mr Barnett said.
tories in the form of Technology One’s Electronic Content
Management System (ECM), Land Information System (LIS),
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), other corporate
systems, email, email archives, file shares and network drives.
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